
   

 

 

Position: USASOC Machine Learning/AI Analyst   

Location: Fort Bragg, NC   

Security Clearance: Current Secret   

 

Summary: SE2S is seeking multiple USASOC Machine Learning/AI Analysts to work as part 

of multi-functional team of subject matter experts supporting the USASOC Machine 

Learning/AI enterprise. The purpose of this effort is to build and deploy predictive models that 

will support USASOC Staff sections, business operations and conduct business case analysis as 

directed by the USASOC COS. The USASOC Machine Learning/AI Analysts will leverage 

existing artificial intelligence and machine learning to streamline business processes across a 

wide variety of use cases including G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6, G8, POTFF and S+T. Key tasks for 

this effort include: 

• Integrate Machine Learning and AI across the USASOC enterprise.  

• Develop, implement and execute of business case models for the USASOC Staff. 

• Work, as directed, with USASOC Staff personnel to identify and prioritize machine 

learning use cases. 

• As required, contractor will work with the USASOC staff to enable IT network usage.  

 

The USASOC Machine Learning/AI Analysts will work closely with other members of the 

Team, USASOC Staff, ARSOF units and the Army Staff to further USASOC’s management 

process. All machine learning and Artificial Intelligence training will be provided as part of 

employee on-boarding. This is a unique opportunity to have a direct effect on the future of 

ARSOF civilian and military personnel. 

 

Qualifications:  

- 5+ years of experience in one or more of the following: Business Analysis, Data Analytics, 

Logistics, Intelligence, Operations, Medical, Information Management/Knowledge 

Management, Resource Management or Science and Technology 

- 5+ years of experience supporting the United States Military preferably SOF elements is 

desired 

- Bachelor’s degree in a relevant field is desired 

- Strong Microsoft Excel skills 

- Ability to provide reports on customer-identified issues/topics and short analysis reports 

- Ability to provide deep-dive reports on historical/contextual perspective of customer 

issues/topics and identify trends/provide analysis 

- Familiarity with one or more of the following is highly desired: 

o SQL queries and Databases 

o Acquiring, merging, interpreting and synthesizing large datasets 

o Data manipulation and visualization 



 

 

 

  

o R, MATLAB OR PYTHON 

- Minimum active Secret Clearance required ability to receive and maintain TS/S 

SE2S offers a highly competitive package of pay and benefits including comprehensive 

medical, vision and dental care, matching 401K, paid time off and other benefits to provide 

for the well-being of you and your family. 

Applicants selected will be subject to a government security investigation and must meet eligibility 

requirements for access to classified information.  

 

For more information or to apply, email recruiting@stratsupport.com.   

  

Apply on line at http://www.stratsupport.com.  
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